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YAHVI AURA EVENTS
An Innovative Approach

WE KNOW THE RIGHT PEOPLE

FOR THE JOB,
BECAUSE WE HAVE DONE
THAT JOB
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About :
Yahvi Aura Events is a leading event
management company in India. We
design, manage and deliver personal,
corporate and Government events, both
in India and abroad. Our speciality is
creating innovative, robust and powerful
unique initiatives to achieve the
objectives of our valued clients and their
brands. Yahvi Aura Events is one of India’s
most respected and innovative event
management companies. The company
has been managing the various corporate
event needs of many of Indian’s marketleading brands and companies as well as
government sector such as Seminars |
Traditional Weddings and
Corporate
Events.

VISION
“Our vision is to be a premier event management service
provider to local, regional and global customers.”

MISSION
“To provide our clients with a cost effective solutions that
delivers a talented workforce with top quality service and
outstanding customer satisfaction.”

VALUES
Respect
Quality
Growth
Collaboration
Responsibility

: When we talk about respect, we are talking about
respect all across the board
: Customer Satisfaction
: Work Force Development
: Effective Communication
: Continuous Process Improvement

DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
The mantra of Yahvi Aura Events is its Uniqueness. Uniqueness
in terms of the kind of exotic work, timely delivery, to gel
according to your needs, to know your mind before you speak
is how it makes it different.
We are not only here to do business but also to make extended
relationship with each and every special person who connects
with us. Having said that we give importance your time
particularly when it comes to class of work because it will
brand your and our name in the marketplace. At YAHVI AURA
EVENTS as the name means “HEAVEN” , you will feel the same
Aura when you finally enter the event.

Coming from the sales and multicultural background of 12
years, interacting with all level of people from different
countries have bought this idea of starting my own event
management company where we strive to bring India`s most
valuable and amazing places for organising your events like
Corporate Events, Seminars & Political Meets, Conferences and
the most important Indian Style Weddings in some of the
historical palaces.

-SEMINARS -

Yahvi Aura Events have a team of dedicated professionals who can devote
themselves to provide you with ultra modern seminar events.
One of our team member who will be a senior professional will look after
each and every component of your seminar event by planning from
registration to on-site event management. On the whole we provide our
wide ranging support for all aspects of your event.
We provide latest technology lighting, audio and production for your
seminars along with spectacular visualisations to impress your audience.
Our logistics management team takes care of all the intricate dynamics
and details of your seminar from venue right through to the core
management.
We can create a real difference to your participants by our extensive
seminar support services.

-CONFERENCES -

Conferences are a major event in company calendar, and much time and effort is
invested to make sure conferences and their connected events fulfil their objectives
and bring people together, in a program that can stretch across a number of days.
Usually, teams see each other only once a year and so possibilities to get the
messaging appropriate and create unforgettable experiences need to be understood
and conveyed clearly. Yahvi Aura Events has worked with several corporate clients, in
providing information, assistance and experience for all their conferencing
requirements.
We can do the event management to develop a unique conference identity with
proper development of content and detailed event planning that can include :
 Venue sourcing and delegate accommodation booking
 Program development and engagement of guest speakers and facilitators
 Development of conference visual identity and design
 Management of all audiovisual requirements
 Onsite event management as a member of your team
 Styling and themeing of supporting conference special events, including Welcome
Cocktails, Gala Dinners and Award Nights.

- INDIAN STYLE WEDDINGS -

The Indian Style Weddings are extravagant and lavish these days, the
weddings have become a grand affair and have become more elaborate.
We at Yahvi Aura Events have a competent team of experienced
consultants who sits with the our clients to thoroughly discuss and
understand the requirements, preferences, and expectations. We work
closely with the clients in the planning process and take into consideration
the personal vision of our clients and translate them into the imposing and
elegant event.
At Yahvi Aura Events we offer a comprehensive range of services and plan
the entire wedding from the beginning to the end ensuring impeccable
service. We come up with unique and refreshing wedding concepts and
themes for the wedding and helps in taking important decisions in
booking the venue, wedding venue decoration, gift selection, wedding
card selection, entertainment, ceremonies preparation, food and
beverages arrangement etc. additionally, our team is always ready to
assist and make changes in planning the arrangement creating the
celebrations grand for the very special day.

- DELEGATION MEETS-

We at Yahvi Aura Events have a wealth of experience in delivering robust
delegate management solutions that ensure your delegates are looked
after from initial invitation to on-site management to post event
discussion. We recognise that engaging with the audience in the right way
is critical to setting the tone and mindset for meeting and achieving the
overall event objectives. Delegate satisfaction is a vital part of delivering a
successful event but seamlessly organising event logistics is a time
consuming job. We take away your worry. Ensuring your delegates get the
information they need via:

Dedicated multi-lingual registration teams
Social media strategies
Event apps
Intelligent RFID badging
Onsite communication
Our systems have the ability to accept multi-currency payment in a secure
environment and we are extremely conscious of data protection and
security of date.

- POLITICAL MEETS -

Political meets of high value conferences and global summits as a
practice involve VIP involvement from national and international
ministerial delegations and at times heads of states such as the
President and Prime Minister etc. The protocols have to be
rigorously adhered to and all necessary government
licenses/permissions and approvals have to be timely obtained to
ensure that there are no last minute regulatory and procedural
hurdles or embarrassing situations.
Cooperation and planning related to security for such events also
has to be undertaken and often requires synchronisation with
government security agencies and local police. Yahvi Aura Events
team is well versed with all such protocols and security liaison
services. We not only fulfil the statutory requirements but also
anticipate and identify any such requirement that might generally
miss the eye.

- EXHIBITIONS -

Yahvi Aura Events offers you the facility to showcase your products and
services directly in front of the consumers, our event management team
offers you personalised and customised event management services that
are finely tailored to create a unique visual environment. The idea of
exhibition is to set a pre & post evaluation product review session to gain
precision and audience attention therefore our exhibition management
experts cater to diverse requirements of our clients by delivering highly
satisfactory services that drive maximum Attention, Visualisations &
Awareness as they are interactive, vibrant and dynamic.
The team at Yahvi Aura Events organises memorable exhibitions by
portraying exactly the requirement replica of the client as we focus on the
motive behind the exhibition and then synchronise our creativity so that it
could be more expressive & self-explanatory so that your client’s be
pleased about it for long since ours is a group of dedicated experts rated
top among the devoted event management companies in India who
emphasise on inspiring visitors.

What some of our clients say
“Honest, approachable, proactive,
customer focused, up for a challenge.
They deliver beyond expectation”.

“We have no hesitation in
recommending them to anyone
interested in delivering high quality
events efficiently and effectively”.

“Professional, friendly and very easy
to deal with. Everything went
smoothly, brilliant event!”.
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Address

: B-5, Ground Floor, Sector - 5,
Rohini, 110085, New Delhi (INDIA)

Phone

: +91 98 9907 9634

E-mail

: info@yahviauraevents.com
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